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Jenkins of Mexico: How a soutHern farM Boy BecaMe a 
Mexican Magnate, Andrew PAxmAn (2017)
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 544 pp.,  
ISBN: 978-0-19045-574-3, h/bk, $34.95

Review by Laura Isabel Serna, University of Southern California 

William O. Jenkins never became a household name in the United States. 
Indeed, he never lived in the United States after he moved to Mexico as a 
young man in 1901. He was, however, quite well known, even infamous in 
Mexico. Accused of staging his own kidnapping during the revolution and 
of exerting monopolistic control over film exhibition in Mexico during the 
Golden Age of Mexican cinema, Jenkins was the immensely wealthy gringo 
Mexicans loved to hate. In 1960, film director Miguel Contereras Torres, who 
had been grousing that Jenkins was collaborating with Hollywood to kill the 
Mexican film industry for over a decade, published the exposé El libro negro del 
cine mexicano. To say that Contreras Torres – an accomplished if not artistically 
notable director who found it increasingly hard to get his productions financed 
in the 1950s – had an axe to grind with Jenkins would be an understatement. 
Nevertheless, it is this image of Jenkins that has persisted in both popular 
and scholarly accounts of his role in Golden Age Mexican cinema. Paxman, a 
historian, uses this ‘black legend’ as the framing device for a 400-page critical 
biography of Mexico’s ‘most hated capitalist’ (5). 

In his previous career as a journalist, Paxman co-authored an unauthor-
ized biography of Emilio Azcárraga Milmo, founder of the Mexican media 
conglomerate Grupo Televisa. That book, written for a popular audience, like-
wise explores the relationship between the state and Mexico’s media indus-
tries. Paxman’s training as a journalist animates every page of this biography, 
which is not only written in an engaging, readable style but also showcases 
Paxman’s ingenuity in assembling a range of sources including interviews with 
surviving family members to contextualize the life story of a notoriously press 
shy subject.
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Readers primarily interested in cinema must contend with almost seven 
chapters before Paxman turns his attention to Jenkins’ involvement in the film 
industry. For some this might take a certain amount of determination, but I 
urge those with slim interest in textile mills and sugar plantations to persevere. 
In these early chapters, Paxman describes Jenkins’ southern boyhood, a milieu 
that Paxman contends nurtured his entrepreneurial spirit and his early busi-
ness endeavours in Mexico. Most importantly, we learn how Jenkins accom-
modated himself to Mexico’s system of crony capitalism during and after 
the revolution. Paxman argues persuasively that to continue making money 
Jenkins created and managed relationships with his adopted state of Puebla’s 
political elite. Over decades, Jenkins made loans and cash donations to poli-
ticians, funded public works projects and at every opportunity reminded the 
local elite of the economic contributions that his businesses made to the local 
economy. In turn, he received favourable treatment that frequently contra-
dicted the revolution’s nationalist rhetoric and even contravened prohibitions 
against American ownership of Mexican enterprises as written into the consti-
tution of 1917. This narrative provides support for Paxman’s larger arguments 
about the continuity of capitalism before the revolution and after (even during 
the volatile 1920s and the left-leaning 1930s), along with the historical inter-
dependence of business and the state. The latter is particularly salient to his 
consideration of Jenkins’ role in the film industry. 

Turning to Jenkins’ wildly profitable foray into cinema – at one point Jenkins 
was identified as owning over 200 theatres, although Paxman believes that he 
may have held interests in more – Paxman mobilizes an impressive body of 
sources to discredit accounts such as those of Contreras Torres. He neither 
dismisses nor lingers on the cultural aspects of the Mexican film industry. 
Instead, he asks the reader to consider why the film business might have been 
attractive to an entrepreneur like Jenkins and, perhaps more importantly, how 
‘a foreigner [was] allowed to gain dominance in a sector that Mexico deemed 
culturally strategic and symbolic of nationhood?’ (249). For Jenkins, Paxman 
argues, film exhibition was an opportunity to diversify his holdings using a 
model of ownership that he had refined over the previous thirty years, namely 
joint ventures with prestanombres (front men) and partner-managers. Paxman 
speculates that Jenkins had a long-standing curiosity about the film business 
and that in the late 1930s, as film became an increasingly popular pastime, he 
perceived an opportunity.

In the two full chapters that focus on Jenkins’ involvement with and even-
tual domination of the film industry, Paxman provides an explanation for why 
Jenkins was allowed to play such a large role in an ostensibly national industry 
organized around a series of quid pro quos. He suggests that President Manuel 
Ávila Camacho (1940–46), whose older brother Maximino had been governor 
of Puebla and a close political ally of Jenkins, compensated the magnate for 
the loss of some of his more profitable holdings (which had fallen to pressure 
from organized labour) by not looking terribly closely at his involvement in 
the film business. In turn, Jenkins’ theatre chains served the state by provid-
ing mass entertainment to new urban populations. Paxman admits, ‘concrete 
evidence of such dealings [kickbacks and sweetheart contracts] is lacking, clues 
are not’ (273). In this account, instead of functioning as the guardian of national 
identity the state emerges as conflicted, paying lip service to nationalism in the 
form of expanded state support for film production and proposed but inef-
fectively enforced protective quotas, while engaging in business as usual. As 
painted by Paxman, Jenkins saw the film business as a business like any other, 
rather than an opportunity to bring a nefarious, imperialist plot to fruition. 
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Some will be dissatisfied with Paxman’s relative neglect of the industry’s 
output, but his is the most finely grained account of the Mexican film indus-
try’s structure during the Golden Age that has been published in English 
to date. Even scholars who focus on the films produced during this period 
or who are more intrigued by style or authorship will benefit from learning 
how profits were distributed and productions financed within a film industry 
whose structure resembled Hollywood only superficially. These systems, not 
put into place by Jenkins, favoured Hollywood output and discouraged the 
making of a steady stream of quality films. For Paxman, Jenkins’ involvement 
in the film industry functions as a paradigmatic example of ‘the true economy 
of Mexico at mid-century, the arrangement behind the rhetoric’ (249).

For film scholars, Paxman’s historical research might prompt questions 
about the roles that we assign to the state or to culture, for that matter, given 
that the context in which films are made and circulate are always complicated 
and being navigated by people with competing interests and goals. Moreover, 
it may encourage scholars to examine residual ‘gringophobia’ – a theme that 
Paxman explores throughout his book – that sometimes animates accounts of 
the Mexican film industry’s fortunes, both historical and contemporary. 

reference

Contreras Torres, M. (1960), El libro negro del cine mexicano, Mexico, DF: Edición 
Privada.

E-mail: lserna@cinema.usc.edu
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confessional cineMa: religion, filM, and Modernity in 
spain’s developMent years, 1960–1975, Jorge Pérez (2017)
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 280 pp.,  
ISBN: 978-1-48750-108-2, h/bk, $70.00

Reviewed by N. Michelle Murray, Vanderbilt University

The final decades of the Franco dictatorship were characterized by tremen-
dous complexity. At that time, the regime recast itself as a secular and modern 
state, yet still remained connected to a waning national Catholicism and 
found itself at odds with the Catholic religion analogously reimagining itself 
during the Vatican II Council (1962–65). Scholars working in Iberian studies 
are increasingly analysing the Development period (1960–75), since the end 
of the Franco dictatorship laid the groundwork for the democracy that even-
tually would be instituted in the 1970s; yet no academic study has critically 
engaged the films of this era. Reflecting the contradictions, paradoxes and 
tensions of the Development years, Jorge Pérez’s Confessional Cinema: Religion, 
Film, and Modernity in Spain’s Development Years, 1960–1975 (2017) explores 
the important parallels between religion and cinema during the final decades 
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of the Franco era. Pérez convincingly argues that cinema is an ideal genre 
through which to explore the period’s modernity–religion dynamics because 
of cinema’s aura of religious ritual and its undeniable popularity. The magnifi-
cently theorized introduction of Confessional Cinema not only contextualizes 
and historicizes the period from 1960 to 1975 but also connects cinema and 
religion, Catholicism and capitalism and modernization and economic theol-
ogy. Through these theoretical and historical interventions, Pérez asserts that 
the final phase of Francoism moved from an autarkic to a technocratic system 
and shifted from a political–theological to an economic–theological paradigm. 
Cinema was a vital part of this cultural phenomenon for, as Pérez writes, 
‘confessional films did more than echo the regime’s new political discourse 
regarding modernization; they actively contributed to that discourse by prais-
ing some of its tenets […] while simultaneously exposing, however uncon-
sciously, its contradictions’ (32). The book takes shape through chapters that 
all assess the entanglements between religion and cinema – both through 
form and content – in 1960s and 1970s Spain; analyses of approximately 80 
cinematic texts examine religious themes in the films’ plots and the ways in 
which the films’ aesthetics support or undermine such themes. 

Chapter 1 is dedicated to hagiographic films, films that venerate the 
lives of saints or other renowned, pious individuals. Pérez considers them 
symbols of a transition from the autarkic to the technocratic period during the 
so-called ‘hinge decade’; hagiographics mirror these disjointed time periods in 
representing a sacred temporality that challenges linear historiography. This 
chapter theorizes the use of high key lighting to emphasize the ethereal nature 
of saints through critical race theory, signalling the idealization of whiteness. 
Through readings of hagiographics set overseas, like Molokai (Lucia, 1959) and 
Fray Escoba (Torrado, 1961), Pérez not only points out the significance of the 
Spanish colonies to national definition but also shows the importance of reli-
gion to Spain’s imperial designs, even in the 1960s. Finally, a groundbreaking 
section on Franco, ese hombre (Saénz de Heredia, 1964) exposes the contradic-
tions in a cinematic production that purported to be a hagiographic film about 
the ageing dictator. Pérez contends that the film does not exalt a saintly states-
man who ‘saved’ Spain; rather, it reveals a zombie-like, politically brain-dead 
character out of touch with the world around him (59). Instead of presenting 
the holy white light evident in other hagiographic movies, albeit with racially 
problematic consequences, Franco, ese hombre exposes what Pérez terms ‘the 
light of the living dead’ (64). Here, Confessional Cinema astutely revolutionizes 
our understanding of hagiographic films in introducing race, colonialism and 
whiteness into a discussion of the ways that Spain negotiated religion and 
modernity at the end of the Franco dictatorship. Moreover, the book high-
lights the cinematic apparatus’s unique ability to subvert its own message in 
the deathlike depiction of the supposedly strong caudillo.

Chapter 2 focuses on post-Vatican II comedies as ritualistic cultural 
productions (and objects of consumption) that supported the regime’s new 
paradigm of economic theology. Massively consumed, the films spread 
messages of a festive Catholic modernity idiosyncratic to Spain. Pérez notes 
that until recently, Development comedies have received little critical atten-
tion, since they were considered aesthetically worthless and ideologically reac-
tionary (81). Recovering these films and their impact over decades enables 
the theorization of the audience’s shared values and their visualization of the 
transformation of those values. Stylistic features of these comedies are integral 
to their analysis in Confessional Cinema. In films like ¡Se armó el Belén! (Sáenz 
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de Heredia, 1970) and Sor Citröen (Lazaga, 1967), the modern medical centre, 
Hospital Universitaria La Paz in Madrid (opened in 1964) appears to affirm the 
compatibility of modern science and religion (85). In addition to discussions 
on camera angulation in relation to character development and crosscutting as 
a technique to emphasize simultaneity and collaboration among technologi-
cal, mechanical and medical advancements, Pérez coins the term the ‘celestial 
shot’ in his interpretation of El padre Coplillas (Comas, 1969). In these shots, a 
character looks to the sky after an achievement; religious chords that pepper 
in flamenco elements often accompany this posture. Such scenes dramatize 
and make obvious the Spanish characters’ relationship to divine Providence. 

In Chapter 3, ‘nun films’ further accentuate the complexities of the 
Development period. Confessional Cinema takes this corpus of films as indica-
tive of the shifting conditions of women in the modernizing Spanish society. 
In addition to signalling the absence of women religious figures in the Vatican 
II Council, Confessional Cinema scrutinizes the contradictions and tensions 
of the portrayals of nuns as people to whom society confers the privilege of 
mobility because of their moral rectitude, while paradoxically limiting that 
mobility because of their gender. Indeed, through its very title, the film Sor 
Citröen alludes to both religion and modernization in its reference to a driving 
nun. While appearing to close the gap between religion and modernity, Sor 
Citröen and most of the other films studied in this chapter idealize patriarchy 
and deference to men as acceptable social behaviour for women. 

Chapter 4 focuses on filmmakers frequently taught and studied as part of 
the Nuevo cine español. While discussing Buñuel, Patino and Saura, however, 
Confessional Cinema departs from much existing criticism in concentrating on 
religion. As in the rest of the book, stylistic matters are a salient feature of 
the interpretations. Pérez explores the protagonist’s religious crisis in Nueve 
cartas a Berta (Patino, 1966) and considers its conservative resolution through 
the television that the protagonists’ parents give their son at the end. When 
he returns to his family’s home and accepts their social and religious values, 
the gift of the television symbolizes ‘Spain’s sacred technocracy and consumer 
society in the 1960s’ (159). For Pérez, Patino uses the cinematic apparatus 
to revisit conventions and interrogate Francoist society. In the film Caudillo 
(Patino, 1974), the celestial shot that Pérez contends highlights positive reli-
gious figures in other Development films now appears among the Civil War 
ruins of Belchite. In this instance, the technique insinuates that Franco’s quasi-
religious crusade brought about national destruction. 

Confessional Cinema is a rich and important scholarly work of tremendous 
magnitude. Studying the representation of religion in Development cinema 
is a point of departure for scrutinizing modernity, race, gender, colonialism 
and an abundance of other, seemingly unrelated issues. In fact, the book 
could launch many other studies about identity and cultural diversity from 
the Development years onward, since religion continues to be a dominant 
feature of Spain even as the nation remains secular. Thus, Confessional Cinema 
is also pivotal for understanding today’s religious debates in Spain. The book 
should be required reading for all in Iberian studies as it is a comprehensive 
and compelling analysis of a complicated time in Spanish history and an array 
of films that illustrate the period’s paradoxes. 

E-mail: michelle.murray@vanderbilt.edu
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affect and Belonging in conteMporary spanisH fiction 
and filM. crossroads visions, Jesse BArker (2017)
Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, 226 pp., 
ISBN 978-3-31957-964-1, h/bk, £67.99

Reviewed by Raquel Medina, Aston University

In this book, Jesse Barker engages with recent debates around affect and 
belonging to approach ten contemporary Spanish fiction texts and films. The 
central role played by reason and rational thinking in areas such as politics, 
ethics and aesthetics has been challenged by those who stress the essential 
function that affective dispositions play in thinking, reasoning and reflection. 
Giles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Brian Massumi, William E. Connolly and 
Felicity Callard, just to mention a few of those philosophers and critics work-
ing on the area of affect and embodiment, define affect as a pre-cognitive and 
pre-personal feature, and a non-conscious experience of intensity that cannot 
be articulated through language but instead it is captured by the body. 

The book is divided into six chapters and a very brief conclusion. The 
complexity of the theoretical framework chosen is tackled in the introductory 
chapter (Chapter 1) and the five core chapters deal with different articula-
tions of those affect and belonging approaches explained in the Introduction, 
supplemented in each chapter by additional theories. Each of these chapters is 
devoted to the analysis of two texts (two fiction texts, two films or one fiction 
text and one film), which are paired by a concept such as home in Chapter 2, 
history and trauma in Chapter 3, self-stylization in Chapter 4, immigration in 
Chapter 5 and dystopia and ecology in Chapter 6. These concepts lend struc-
ture to the chapters and seem to have influenced the author’s selection of the 
texts and films under study more than the affective and belonging framework 
presented in the introductory chapter.

Barker presents the core concepts of affective theory by defining and 
contextualizing them within contemporary philosophical discussions. The 
author specifies three essential concepts as the pillars of the book: affect, 
belonging and crossroads, to which he adds later in the chapter emotion and 
intersubjectivity. The move from affect (pre-personal, pre-cognitive, before 
and/or outside of consciousness) to emotion (the projection of a personal 
and biographical feeling that is social) through intersubjectivity is crucial for 
the analysis undertaken because it links the pre-personal with the social in 
the crossroads that he defines as productive engagements: ‘Symbolically, the 
crossroads are the meeting ground where particular historical conditions are 
given universal import and where timeless truths take on concrete form’ (9). 
However, the density of complex ideas and multiple leaps between concepts 
makes this introductory chapter sometimes difficult to follow. 

The first analytical chapter (Chapter 2) brings together Gabi Martínez’s 
novel Ático/Attic (2004) and Javier Calvo’s short novel Una belleza rusa/A Russian 
Beauty (2005). According to the author, these two texts employ ‘homes as 
metaphors for autonomous identities’ (30). However, the home is conceived of 
as both anchor and prison (30) and therefore ‘feature characters torn between 
rooted identity and affective belonging’ (32). The world outside the house 
becomes the space to which characters are attracted but also terrified. These 
outer spaces, as in Ático, although they could serve the purpose of bridging  
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two different identities (homes) through the affective connections created by 
smell, music or language, finally collapse to the historical and contemporary 
political, social and financial contexts. Una belleza rusa is surprisingly scruti-
nized from the perspective of quantum physics and the existence of parallel 
worlds, whether Barker’s description of the quantum physics phenomena is 
accurate or not. Similarly, his argument for connecting the metaphor of the 
house employed in the two texts with the ‘Indignados’ (outraged) movement 
could have been elaborated in more depth. 

Chapter 3 focuses on the meeting ground of history and trauma in Del 
Toro’s El laberinto del fauno/Pan’s Labyrinth (2006) and Coixet’s The Secret Life of 
Words (2005). The originality of Barker’s approach lies in framing his analysis 
within the tension created between affective belonging and the specific histor-
ical contexts that they both depict. From the specific and particular contexts 
of the Spanish Civil War and the Yugoslav wars, these two films explore how 
others can experience our suffering, and therefore transform the individual 
experience into a universal one. Barker cleverly perceives this universalization 
of the particular in the cross-cultural trajectories and encounters of both film-
makers, Guillermo del Toro and Isabel Coixet, and in the transitions between 
fantasy and reality in Pan’s Labyrinth and the combination of fictional film and 
documentary film techniques in Coixet’s film. 

Postmodernism, its present-centred character and how it affects subjec-
tivity, is the focus of Chapter 4, which is devoted to Almodóvar’s La piel 
que habito/The Skin I Live In (2011) and Mercedes Cebrián’s novel La nueva 
taxidermia/The New Taxidermy (2011). Drawing on Moore’s concept of ‘self- 
stylization’ and Ahmed’s ‘happy object’, the chapter links affective belonging 
to a consumerist social context defined by self-stylization. In addition, Barker 
considers these two texts as clear examples that Spain is finally embracing 
global capitalism and therefore the ultimate separation from Franco’s era. 
Performative self-construction or identity becomes core in the two texts by 
placing characters at the crossroads of self-stylization and affective belonging. 

Immigration and multiculturalism become the focal point for exploring 
Iñárritu’s film Biutiful (2010) and Najat El Hachmi’s autobiographical novel 
L’ultim patriarca/The Last Patriarch (2008) in Chapter 5. Expanding on Henrietta 
L. Moore’s concepts such as affective engagements in contexts of cross-
cultural interchange, El Hachmi’s novel shows the multiplicity of identity – 
Amazigh, Moroccan, Spanish and Catalan – that cannot be subjected to the 
logic of binaries, and of identity as the result, amongst other things, of physi-
cal and sensorial interaction. Patriarchy is also a key aspect in the problem-
atic nature of identity belonging in L’ultim patriarca, but it is in the analysis of 
Biutiful where this concept is fully developed from diverse perspectives: as a 
father in the domestic space and as a mafia middleman exploiting immigrants 
in the public space. In addition, Barker approaches Iñárritu’s film from the 
perspective of social geography and urban spaces to underline that the ‘older 
spatial structure of layered enclosures’ (151) has given way to a spatial struc-
ture in which the border itself separates and reunites. 

The last chapter of the book turns to Slajov Žižek’s concept of ‘apocalyptic 
zero-point’ and illustrates it with Pablo Berger’s film Blancanieves/Snow White 
(2012) and Jesús Carrasco’s novel Intemperi/Out in the Open (2013). It also 
unexpectedly draws on Buddhist philosophy to explain the ‘release from the 
imprisonment of the solipsistic individualism, into the solidity and freedom of 
affective belonging’ (185). As stated by the author, the two texts presented in 
this chapter, while not referring explicitly to the future, refer to an Andalusian 
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rural past full of stereotypes in which silence reigns, and an undetermined 
moment in history that could be either in the present or the future. Barker 
argues in this chapter that whilst Blancanieves must be read as a capitalist 
dystopia, Intemperie must be interpreted as an ecological dystopia.

The strongest point of this book is its approach to Spanish fiction and 
film – although some would question whether the Mexicans Del Toro and 
Iñárritu can be considered Spanish – from an innovative and original theoreti-
cal framework, namely that of affective science and/or affect theory. Important 
notions are deployed and explored in depth, which effectively foregrounds the 
importance of new readings that focus on forms of identity and interactions 
that go beyond binary structures. The multilayered analyses offered through-
out the book show an extraordinary breath of knowledge that enriches read-
ings of some already widely studied texts – e.g., the films by Almodóvar, 
Coixet, Iñárritu, Berger and Del Toro. 

The theories presented are quite complex, however, and on occasion their 
presentation is fragmented and not always easy to follow. In most of the 
chapters, new concepts are added to complement the introductory chapter, 
thus including different approaches. Even though these new concepts supple-
ment the examination offered, they also add a layer of complexity for the 
reader. The reader is required to make the connections him/herself on a per-
chapter basis, and unfortunately this weakens the initial theoretical frame-
work. The contextualization of the films and fictions under study is right for 
experts in the field, and would have benefitted from being accessible by others 
as well. Nevertheless, this book opens an important new perspective within 
the field of Spanish cultural studies. 

E-mail: r.medina@aston.ac.uk
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cineMa at tHe edges: new encounters witH Julio MedeM, 
Bigas luna and José luis guerín, ABigAil loxhAm (2014)
New York and Oxford: Bergahn, 202 pp. 
ISBN: 978-1-78238-304-8, h/bk, £64.00; 
eISBN: 978-1-78238-305-5, eBook, £52.00

Reviewed by Rob Stone, University of Birmingham

Conflating the title and subtitle of this monograph promises new encoun-
ters at the edges of cinema, where the returning gaze finds three Spain-
based filmmakers committed to experimentation with ‘peripheral, corporeal, 
embodied subjectivities’ (1). Abigail Loxham is well aware of the charges 
of regionalism, nationalism and elitism hurtling her way as she readies the 
films of these filmmakers for analysis. Instead of using auteurist privilege like 
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Wonder Woman’s metal cuffs, however, she wrong-foots her assailants by 
pre-emptively admitting that ‘to claim they are unproblematically Spanish is 
to deny the importance of their sub-national identities, but to claim a space 
for them as peripheral/minority national cinemas would be to disavow a rich 
tradition of Spanish cinema and in turn the way in which they fit into a pano-
rama of European cinema marked by the type of experimentation that is so 
evident in their work’ (2). 

Loxham’s argument coheres quickly. In surveying the works of José Luis 
Guerín, Bigas Luna and Julio Medem, she states that ‘these films test the limits 
of their own representational strategies by interrogating the trope of vision, 
which is the tool of their creativity’ (2) and she uses this to justify an investiga-
tion of ‘theories that explore, expand and reconfigure the trope of vision and 
the site of perspective’ (2). The project revitalizes flagging arguments about 
the gaze by invoking ‘an overriding sense of play with the limits of the visual’ 
(2) and the analysis is suitably alive to irony, subversion, ridicule and levity. 
The writing itself is a space of playful engagement with film, film theory and 
philosophy, where a ‘positive blurring’ (6) stirs the prematurely settled waters 
around these filmmakers. Loxham takes up a precarious, somewhat preco-
cious position in relation to the centre of anything (particularly Spain) and 
prods a complacent view of Spanish cinema out of this position and ever 
closer to several edges.

Novel formulations of subjectivity and identity emerge as Loxham works 
through the diverse, creative output of her chosen filmmakers, marshalling 
Derrida, Sobchack, psychoanalytic theory, phenomenology and theories of 
photography and documentary practice to dissect and reassemble chosen 
films. The analysis is sharpest around Catalan matters and more tentative 
around those that are Basque. She treats Medem as exceptional in the context 
of Basque cinema, for example, but the peculiarity of the Basque gaze is noth-
ing new, having been belligerent in Ama Lur/Mother Earth (Basterretxea and 
Larruquert, 1968), traumatized in El espíritu de la colmena/The Spirit of the 
Beehive (Erice, 1973) and defiant in Tasio (Armendáriz, 1984). Indeed, the path 
to Medem’s works is well-trodden by Lacanians and Loxham approaches the 
chapter dedicated to him in second-hand shoes, only to swerve away from 
Lacan in fresh readings of Los amantes del círculo polar/Lovers of the Arctic Circle 
(1998), Tierra/Earth (1996), Lucía y el sexo/Sex and Lucia (2001) and Habitación 
en Roma/Room in Rome (2010). By embracing their impossible, imagined 
subjectivities, she maps their actual and symbolic spaces of freedom. She also 
draws convincing associations between the films that play up female agency 
and complicity, seeing Lucía and Elena gazing into their computer screen in 
Lucía y el sexo reflected in Alba and Natasha gazing into theirs in Habitación en 
Roma, for example, and all four as ‘technological extensions of the self in this 
game of invention’ (89) that is played out in so many of Medem’s films.

In the films of Bigas Luna the frontiers are more physical than imaginary. 
Instead of examining the expected Iberian trilogy, however, Loxham turns to 
lesser-known works such as Bilbao (1978), Bámbola/Doll (1996), Lola (1985) 
and Volavérunt (1999). Irony is identified again, but the fetishism found in 
the director’s films is not belittled. Rather, Loxham finds ambiguity in their 
sensationalism, to the extent that, as she admits, a consistent theoretical read-
ing proves elusive. Bilbao has such an unreliable narrative that it challenges 
comprehension of Barcelona as a filmic space, while simultaneously using 
the many perverse acts on show as a metalanguage of desire that expresses 
fetishized flânerie. Instability, resistance and indulgence swirl inside a film that 
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Loxham reads as particularly of its time, when ‘the erosion of the power of 
the centralist state had opened the way for the re-emergence of previously 
marginalised voices, and other views from the edges’ (112). These other views 
include that of ‘the tactile gaze’ in Volavérunt, which Loxham uses to show 
how ‘the shaky foundations of the objectifying cinematic gaze are traced back 
to a similarly objectifying gaze, but this time it is the female nude in art that 
enables this interrogation of vision’ (115). 

Loxham has a gift for signposting via affirmative sub-headings: ‘New Ways 
of Seeing Cinema’ is swiftly followed by ‘Revising the Gendered Gaze’ and 
‘Permeable Bodies: Digesting the Image’ leads to ‘The Body Consumed’. When 
her attention turns to Guerín there is inevitably a shift from ‘Film as Document’ 
to ‘Cinema as a Creative Archive’ that culminates in ‘Images as Ghosts and 
Memories’. Guerín’s films are clearly engaged in the act of investigating their 
own becoming, which makes some kind of conclusion illusory; but Loxham 
sees process rather than product and duly detects in his work ‘the possibility 
of cinema to observe, preserve, project and imagine in a post-cinematic era’ 
(175). Embracing paradox, she finds ‘a connectedness that is frequently repre-
sented by disjunction’ (175) and therefore concludes with observations on an 
exhibition of photographs taken by Guerín that is ‘imbued with movement 
due to its extratextual discourse’ (175). 

This invigorating volume is similarly mobile, alive to associations and 
rightly concerned with an actuality that 

is not reducible to the world as consumed on-screen but it is involved in 
a two-way relationship in which the altered and enhanced world of the 
screen – and the image as projected onto that screen – adds to reality 
and renders our meaning of experiencing it as both dependent on, but 
also enriched by, the filmic projection. 

(185)

Like all sharp writing on film, Loxham’s monograph operates between these 
images and our experience of them in ways that enhance our awareness and 
understanding of our own spectatorship.
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Reviewed by Elizabeth Ramírez-Soto, San Francisco State University

Attempting to describe Raúl Ruiz’s far-reaching artistic and intellectual project, 
Bruno Cuneo, the editor of his posthumously published diaries, stated in an 
interview:

I do not even think that cinema occupied a primary place among his 
interests: I think that cinema – an art he loved, of course – allowed him 
to better channel all his artistic interests, because Ruiz also wrote thea-
tre, poetry, novels, theory, he loved music, did installations, and even 
complained about not finding enough time to devote to those things. 

(González 2017, my translation) 

This quote encapsulates one of the most relevant contributions of Raúl 
Ruiz’s Cinema of Inquiry, a valuable collection of essays and interviews that 
aims to explore the legacy of the late Chilean director in cinema and beyond. 
Significantly then, the book sheds light on some of Ruiz’s overlooked dimen-
sions as film professor, film philosopher and theorist, and transmedia artist. 

The editors, Ignacio López-Vicuña and Andreea Marinescu, explain in their 
introduction that their collection seeks to move beyond earlier publications. 
In their view, these tended to examine Ruiz’s work through the notion of the 
auteur or developed specific case studies of his films, and therefore they ‘repre-
sent discrete aspects of his work but do not convey a unified image’. Instead, 
their aim is to approach his project ‘as an organic whole’ (9). The concept of 
cine de indagación or ‘cinema of inquiry’, coined by Ruiz in a key interview 
from 1970, reproduced in this volume and translated into English for the first 
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time, helps them develop such wider stance. Although the Ruician notion of 
‘cinema of inquiry’ – which the director glossed as cinema’s ability to search for 
national issues and to complete or resolve specific situations (200) – has been 
a common currency in criticism and scholarship written in Spanish, the ‘revival’ 
of this concept in the English language is important for various reasons. It 
allows López-Vicuña and Marinescu to consider Ruiz’s ‘films and poetics as 
a system’ (16), thus building a bridge between disparate geographical spaces 
and historical periods of the director’s artistic production. Most importantly, 
the concept also enables the editors to highlight the political aspects of Ruiz’s 
work, which in their view have remained undertheorized (16). 

The book includes both original and already published material, and is 
constituted by eight articles and three interviews with the director at different 
stages of his career. Besides the already mentioned 1970 interview, it includes 
two previously unpublished conversations dating from 1989 and 2008, which 
testify to Ruiz’s famous wittiness and erudition when interviewed. The first 
three articles follow closely the editors’ wide-ranging approach, offering a 
study of Ruiz’s oeuvre from broad and rich perspectives. The opening piece is 
an English translation of an essay already published in Spanish and written 
by Valeria de los Ríos, the only contributor working in Chilean academia. The 
author explores the recurring tropes of the child and play, which she traces 
from the canonical Het dak van de walvis/On Top of the Whale (1981) to the least 
examined La noche de enfrente/Night across the Street (2012), the last film that 
Ruiz completed before his death. She argues that childhood, play and toys 
enable the director to escape the rules of classical narration. Moving beyond 
textual analysis, Michael Goddard offers an even larger scope, productively 
shifting the focus from that of the film director to that of the ‘transmedia film-
maker’ who did not care much about the limits between artistic and media 
practices and thus tended to blur disciplinary boundaries. He emphasizes 
Ruiz’s work as a ‘television producer’ filming for French television during the 
1980s, and then for Chilean television from the 2000 onwards with his ‘folk-
loric’ documentaries; as a multimedia artist, commenting on a rarely discussed 
1990 installation, The Expulsion of the Moors (of which little documentation 
remains); and also explores Ruiz’s role as a film professor and theorist, arguing 
that it would be a mistake to separate his filmmaking practice from his writings 
and his teaching experiences in the United States and the United Kingdom. 
Providing further insight into this pedagogical role, Alejandra Rodríguez-
Remedi, from the privileged perspective of a participant-observer, explores 
Ruiz’s teaching endeavours by focusing on the workshops with filmmaking 
students at the University of Aberdeen. She understands these instances as an 
‘ethical-political duty’ (76) inseparable from his overall poetics, marked by a 
collaborative practice filled with creative joy. These, and most of the remaining 
chapters, which feature more discreet case studies, provide a much-needed 
sustained engagement with Ruiz’s own theoretical writings developed in his 
Poetics of Cinema (1995, 2000), which is another major contribution of this 
collection. In addition to the discussion of some of the director’s most familiar 
ideas, such as his rejection of the ‘central conflict theory’ and his Benjaminian 
inflected notion of ‘the photographic unconscious’, there is an impulse, and 
sometimes an explicit attempt to see Ruiz’s work from a less explored affec-
tive or visceral perspective, an approach that he himself prompted through 
his understanding of cinema as a living organism. Thus, drawing from the 
notion of haptic visuality developed by Alois Riegl, Janet Stewart convincingly 
argues in her study of Klimt (2006) that Ruiz’s motivation was to cinematically  
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translate key ideas of the visual art theory developed in Vienna around 1900. 
Similarly, Sabine Doran understands Ruiz’s ‘photographic unconscious’ as 
a form of ‘carnal vision’, and explores its manifestations in images of literal 
wounds and in the space between two shots. Adopting a more compara-
tive stance, Catherine Benamou produces a dialogue between Ruiz’s cine-
matographic project and that of another legendary director, Orson Welles. 
Following Ruiz’s admiration for Welles, Benamou traces his presence in Ruiz’s 
work, an influence found in the form of direct quotations and unconscious 
figurations. The last two contributions centre on films that Ruiz made in his 
home country at different historical periods. López-Vicuña reads the recently 
restored Palomita blanca/Little White Dove, filmed in 1973 but ensuingly ‘lost’ 
until 1992, not only as a vivid document of the Chilean past that foregrounds 
the coexistence of a multiplicity of voices in the nation at the time, but also as 
a film that contributes to the seemingly endless memory debates in the coun-
try, in that it posits an understanding of cultural memory as an open, hetero-
geneous, and fragmentary practice. Finally, Marinescu builds a bridge between 
two of Ruiz’s homecoming returns, Le retour d’un amateur de bibliothèques/ 
The Return of a Library Lover (1983) and Cofralandes (2002), which she labels 
as ‘surrealist documentaries’ due to their distanciation from more traditional 
non-fiction forms and their oneiric approach to reality. The historical gap 
between those films, and the editors’ inaccurate claim when they state that 
‘Ruiz renewed his artistic relationship with Chile very late’ (7), point to the 
weakest aspect of the collection. Despite the explosive academic interest awak-
ened by Ruiz’s figure in his own country in recent years, in general the book 
shows little engagement with Chilean scholarly work – the presence of only 
one author based in Chile further attests to this. The geopolitics of knowledge 
production at work in this edited volume cannot be ignored. The inclusion 
of other voices beyond those working in anglophone academic circles may 
have served to illuminate aspects that often remain obscure to more distant 
observers. ‘Local’ authors, for instance, could have clarified that the director’s 
connection with his home country was far from sporadic before the 2000s. 
They could have also challenged the Ruician European canon and contributed 
to expand the filmic corpus analysed here by shifting the lens to his so-called 
‘Chilean period’ before his exile in France, which is largely absent from the 
book. With this critique I do not want to advocate for an exclusive national 
lens over the more appropriate transnational or cosmopolitan approaches to 
the study of Ruiz; but for a collection that attempts to offer a ‘unified image’ 
of his work, the invisibility of the early Chilean films, except for Palomita 
blanca, is rather striking. Finally, the timing for the book is perhaps unfortu-
nate since it forcibly leaves out two ground-breaking discoveries: the release 
of La telenovela errante/The Wandering Soap Opera ([1990] 2017), completed by 
Valeria Sarmiento, Ruiz’s close collaborator and wife, and the publication of 
his monumental Diario (2017) mentioned at the outset of this review. Despite 
this, and all in all, this collection is a welcome contribution to the increasingly 
growing scholarship about this major artistic and intellectual figure, exploring 
new directions in Ruiz’s complex and multifaceted creative project.
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Review by Luisela Alvaray, DePaul University

In 1991, when Mercosur was created for the integration of economic and 
democratic principles of four countries in South America, the matter of 
cultural and cinematic exchange was an afterthought for the member coun-
tries. By that year, the film industry in many Latin American countries was 
collapsing due to the prevailing economic liberalism that was forcibly restruc-
turing the protectionist policies set by governments in the past to support film 
production and distribution. It took a few years for transnational institutions 
such as Ibermedia to emerge, and for Mercosur’s practices to mature and open 
channels for regional integration to occur. This history is excellently related in 
Marina Moguillansky’s book Cines del Sur: La integración cinematográfica entre 
los países del Mercosur. 

Certainly, integration has a long history in Latin American countries as a 
strategy both to confront political dominance and to enhance the opportuni-
ties for social and economic development. In the film world and since the 
1940s, commercial Latin American film industries exchanged crews and talent 
to cater to transnational Spanish-speaking audiences. Later in the 1960s and 
the 1970s, the ideological consolidation of the New Latin American Cinema 
movements idealized the possibility of a Pan-American political revolution 
propagated through national cinemas. Then in the last three decades and 
entering the twenty-first century, economic and trade policies conceived within 
organizations such as the ALBA, the CAN and Mercosur served as stepping-
stones to solidifying regional blocs, which soon translated into possibilities for 
cultural integration – the latter being a strategic way to protect national and 
regional cultures. Moguillansky sets out to investigate whether the Mercosur 
policies that promote regional integration have had any measurable effect for 
the film industries of the member countries – Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay and 
Paraguay. To this end, she divides Mercosur’s cultural history into three distinct 
periods: the economicist period of the early 1990s, the rebirth of the film 
industries in the mid- to late 1990s and a period where policies to strengthen 
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cultural exchange became better established and implemented through the 
2000s. Each chapter dedicated to one period, Moguillansky includes useful 
data about policies and agreements among the Mercosur countries; their 
co-production deals; the cross-national film premieres; promotion of film 
festivals; and the emergence of Ibermedia and the subsequent increase of 
Ibero-American co-productions. As a whole, these chapters provide us with 
an integral and detailed perspective of the state of the film industries in the 
Mercosur countries through the first decade of the new millennium. 

The second part of the book complements the first by providing textual 
and thematic analyses of some of Mercosur’s co-produced films. Following 
Arjun Appadurai, Néstor García Canclini and Renato Ortiz, Moguillansky 
reads the films as part of a process generating a new regional imaginary – one 
that, in turn, would contribute towards strengthening cultural associations 
among the four countries of the bloc. She identifies three recurrent topics 
that appear in the analysed films: first, regional conflicts and urban violence; 
second, memories of military dictatorships; and third, border films and films 
where people move through or migrate to different parts of the region. The 
analyses of historical films, such as Lua de octubro/October Moon (de Freitas 
Lima, 1998) and Hamaca paraguaya/Paraguayan Hammock (Encina, 2006), for 
instance, point to the ways in which different national accounts of common 
intraregional conflicts are textually negotiated. Moguillansky is quick to notice 
that these narratives help to construct visual evidence of a disputed past as 
much as they mediate cultural alliances of Mercosur countries in the present. 
Films such as Hermanas/Sisters (Solomonoff, 2005) and Paisito/Small Country 
(Diez, 2008) are dramas that combine intimate and political environments to 
depict the dislocation of families through persecution and forced exile. Their 
stories interlace memories and lived experiences to refer directly to the contra-
dictions of a repressive past and an incomplete present. Other films, such as 
Un lugar en el mundo/A Place in the World (Aristarain, 1992), make allegorical 
reference to the dictatorship while also alluding to its social consequences. 
The corpus of films selected ultimately form, according to the author, a web 
of common experiences lived by the people in the countries that initiated 
Mercosur. 

One of the virtues of this book is the effective way by which the author 
provides the theoretical and methodological underpinning of her research. In 
both parts of the book, Moguillansky starts by indicating, if briefly, the authors 
whose ideas and concepts she will be using in her subsequent analyses. For 
her textual analysis, for instance, she mentions the work on film space and 
narrative by Stephen Heath, Seymour Chatman and Gérard Genette, just to 
mention a few. It is worth noticing that the scholarship utilized considers the 
production of knowledge both in metropolitan centres of the north and south, 
making this an integral scholarly work. 

The fact that Moguillansky provides an analysis of possible links between 
the political economy of the film industries vis-à-vis the negotiation of regional 
imaginaries through the film texts makes this book a well-rounded study of 
cinema in Latin America. Based on Pierre Bourdieu’s sociology of culture, 
Moguillansky locates film works within their conditions of production and 
circulation. Yet, sometimes the transposition of particular theoretical models 
seems a bit constricting. For instance, she mentions how the large-scale circu-
lation circuit (defined by Bourdieu when talking about literary works) would 
correspond to the work of the majors in the film world, versus a small-scale 
circuit, which would correspond to the cinema of auteurs (xvi). Although such 
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categorization seems logical at first glance, it is done in passing and tends to 
obscure more hybrid forms of film production and circulation that exist in the 
present mediascape. 

Following Moguillansky’s thesis and conclusions, audio-visual public poli-
cies that include regional integration as a strategy for growth and exchange 
have produced limited changes. Co-productions between the countries of the 
bloc have undoubtedly increased (due, to a large extent, to the participation 
of Ibermedia), but circulation has been asymmetrical and favoured Argentine 
productions over those of the other three countries. In addition, the circu-
lation of local productions continues to be small compared to the circula-
tion of films made in the United States. This is due, in Moguillansky’s view, 
to transnational corporations dominating the dynamics of the film industry 
within the region (xii). There are a couple of comments that I want to make 
in this regard. First, as Moguillansky’s second part of the book attests, the 
conjoined film narratives that have addressed historic and present regional 
relations constitute significant symbolic exchanges. They have, no doubt, 
contributed towards articulating experiences and subjectivities that affect the 
way in which nations define themselves in relation to each other. This mere 
fact is of much relevance if we think of how Latin American films are helping 
to re-imagine an Ibero-American space. It is an essential piece of the puzzle 
when considering regional integration. Second, there are other film practices 
affecting regional integration that are not controlled by governments. Local 
and foreign digital platforms, for instance, are not only affecting the circula-
tion of films made in Latin America, but also stimulating their production, 
to a certain degree. These are factors that unavoidably need to be consid-
ered and that qualify differently the dynamics of the film industries and the 
re-creation of regional imaginaries. 

All in all, this book is a comprehensive and rigorous study that provides 
us with well-supported data and cogent argumentation on the trajectories of 
the film industries in the Southern Cone. It is a superb addition to the schol-
arship around media industries, as much as around the articulation of the 
cultural history of Latin America through film. Most importantly, it invites 
us to continue our on-going reflection upon regional integration within the 
complex and multidimensional world of film, including practices, representa-
tions, industries and social actors.
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Reviewed by Dominika Gasiorowski, Queen Mary University of London

The book Latin American Women Filmmakers: Production, Politics, Poetics, edited 
by Deborah Martin and Deborah Shaw and published in October 2017, is 
pleasingly readable and engaging. More importantly, it is also a pivotal critical 
intervention within the field of film studies, addressing the scarcity of schol-
arly criticism on the subject of women filmmakers from Latin America. The 
editors and contributors to the volume consciously negotiate the critical tight-
rope of foregrounding women filmmakers in Latin America without making 
that focus reductionist through its close attention to gender. Analysing filmic 
productions from Brazil, Peru, Chile, Argentina, Mexico, Venezuela and the 
Hispanic United States, the book brings together a plethora of different criti-
cal approaches, examining the variety of women’s contributions to film. It is a 
feminist project, which, through centring women’s work, helps to show cine-
matic production in Latin America from a different vantage point, revealing 
new critical insights and filling significant gaps in our understanding of the 
film industries in these countries. This review provides a short introduction in 
terms of the book’s content and its contexts and then focuses on some of the 
volume’s important contributions to feminist and film theory. 

Latin American Women Filmmakers is divided into three main parts, each 
dealing with a different aspect of women’s filmmaking in Latin America. The 
first one, ‘Industrial Contexts’, comprises three chapters examining women’s 
participation in making films at different levels of the industry, focusing on 
the importance of their contributions in Brazil, Peru and Chile. The second 
part entitled ‘Representations’ deals with themes of motherhood in Sylvia 
Morales’ A Crushing Love (2009), domestic servitude in Argentine films, Brazilian 
comedies and representations of young marginal women in films by Solveig 
Hoogesteijn. Finally, ‘Key Agents’ has three parts each devoted to a different 
filmmaker, namely Mexican director Marcela Fernández Violante, Mexican 
producer Bertha Navarro and Argentine director Lucrecia Martel. Bringing 
together different approaches from leading scholars in the field, each part 
provides an account and a critique of work done by women at different levels 
of an industry still dominated by men, revealing how a shift in focus in terms 
of gender provides a revealing change in perspective.

This strategy is particularly illuminating because of the book’s attention to 
the careful contextualization of women filmmakers’ work, which sets it within 
its cultural, political and economic frameworks, helping to avoid reductionist 
approaches. The editors set the tone for this critical tactic in their ‘Introduction’, 
where they underline that without first-wave feminism and its subsequent 
transformations, envisaging women’s participation in filmmaking would be 
impossible (3). In terms of political contexts, Sarah Barrow in her examination 
of the work of Peruvian filmmakers Claudia Llosa, Rosario García-Montero 
and Enrica Pérez analyses how the directors mediate the legacy of the violent 
conflict between the state and the Shining Path rebel group, putting women at 
the centre of political events. Similarly, Claudia Bossay and María Paz-Peirano 
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characterize women’s collaborative documentary-making strategies as a form 
of cultural resistance to and solidarity against Pinochet’s violent dictatorship. 
In a shift of focus from the political to the cultural contexts of the film indus-
try, Marvin D’Lugo expands understandings of the transnational work of the 
Mexican film producer Bertha Navarro beyond her famous collaborations with 
Guillermo del Toro. In doing so, D’Lugo offers a critique of Navarro’s wider 
artistic legacy as a producer and her transformative effects on Latin American 
cinema. Staying within cultural contexts, Niamh Thornton in her examination 
of Marcela Fernández Violante’s films offers a comprehensive overview of her 
work by explaining how her films escape easy categorizations, which often 
results in her pioneering work being overlooked by other scholars. Although 
each chapter envisages its framework differently, together they root films 
made by women at the centre of Latin American cultures and politics.

This centring of women’s work inevitably means grappling with the notion 
of feminism, which often produces ambivalent responses from filmmakers and 
scholars alike. Claudia Bossay and María Paz-Peirano report that the young 
generation of Chilean filmmakers contest their work being labelled as women’s 
cinema since they find it reductive (79). Niamh Thornton confronts a similar 
ambiguity in analysing Violante’s work, which defies the feminist label and yet 
remains feminist in unexpected ways (197). The volume also brings into sharp 
relief the need for feminist analysis of Latin American cinema, as Catherine 
Leen aptly demonstrates in her chapter on representations of Latinas in the 
Hispanic United States cinema. She points out the double standard in critical 
approaches to men’s and women’s representations of Latinas, where women 
filmmakers or actors who represent Latinas ‘in fictional, comedic series are 
taken as seriously as any documentary and given no credit for the inventive-
ness or playfulness credited’ to men (105). Dealing with the underresearched 
and undervalued genre of comedy made by women, Leslie L. Marsh examines 
Anna Muylaert’s comedies as a critique of post-feminist attitudes in Brazil, 
representing both feminist gains and persisting gender inequalities (168). The 
book fosters a plurality of views by bringing together the work of scholars 
who each have their own take on Latin American feminisms and examine 
the work of women’s filmmakers and their relationship with feminism. As a 
whole, it paints a detailed and heterogeneous picture of feminist thought in 
Latin American film criticism. 

Other chapters in the book flesh out how concerns traditionally labelled as 
feminine shed light on their wider political and social contexts, demonstrat-
ing that the focus on the personal offers a new form of engagement with the 
political, instead of its eschewing. To this end, Deborah Shaw links her analy-
sis of representations of domestic servitude in Lucía Puenzo’s and Lucrecia 
Martel’s work to colonial legacies, which have a crucial bearing on social and 
class relations in Latin America. Constanza Burucúa, in her analysis of Solveig 
Hoogesteijn’s cinema, focuses on the stories of marginalized young girls – a 
child-bride and a street child – and on what they say about the society that 
makes such stories possible. She also analyses how economic conditions and 
sources of funding influence Hoogesteijn’s ability to tell stories that denounce 
the conditions of the most vulnerable girls and women in Venezuelan society. 
Although different in their theoretical frameworks and subject matters, Shaw’s 
and Burucúa’s chapters both focus on centring women’s experiences on-screen 
as a way of making the personal political again. In their arguments, the focus 
on traditionally feminine concerns does not mean confining them to familial 
ones. To the contrary, this emphasis on the domestic opens up interpretative 
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possibilities, which show how intimate relationships reflect their broader 
political and social contexts. This theoretical approach reveals the porosity of 
the seemingly firm division between the private and the public. Challenging 
this distinction also allows for the implicit probing of the diktats of individual-
ism in analysing contemporary Latin American cinematic production.

This implied scepticism towards a broadly understood concept of indi-
vidualism is clear in the volume’s theoretical re-working of auteur theory. 
Lúcia Nagib, in her analysis of female contributions to the revival of Brazilian 
cinema in the 1990s, makes a utopian suggestion for moving beyond gender, 
class, racial and other differences. This proposal also necessarily requires a 
radical questioning of the cult of exceptional men or women in film theory, a 
questioning that Nagib substantiates by evidencing women’s involvement in 
the Brazilian film industry at every level. This emphasis on the collective and 
collaborative process of making films is particularly clear in the book’s treat-
ment of Chilean documentary filmmaking. In an explicit dialogue with auteur 
theory, D’Lugo’s chapter on Bertha Navarro’s crucial role as a producer fore-
grounds her work against that of the more famous male director. Finally, in the 
last chapter of the book, Deborah Martin offers an original reading of Lucrecia 
Martel’s oeuvre by linking it to the legacy of director María Luisa Bemberg. 
In an analytical tour de force, Martin establishes the connections between 
Martel’s cinema and films made by women that came before and after, thus 
offering a critical examination of contemporary Argentine visual productions. 
These interventions challenge the discourse of exceptional individuals in film 
criticism, focusing instead on how the work of esteemed directors is linked to 
the creative labour of others.

Latin American Women Filmmakers is an urgently needed scholarly engage-
ment with a corpus of work made by people within an industry strongly 
marked by the dominance of men. Its pioneering nature and its ambitious 
choice of covering the whole of Latin America and Hispanic United States 
inevitably leave some countries and some filmmakers underexplored. In the 
collaborative spirit weaved throughout the book, it would be most useful not 
to frame the volume’s necessary limits in scope as shortcomings, but instead 
to see them as invitations, which stoke scholars’ and general audiences’ inter-
est in the work of women filmmakers. 

E-mail: d.gasiorowski@qmul.ac.uk
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el cine de agüero: el docuMental coMo la lectura de un 
espacio, VAleriA de los ríos And cAtAlinA donoso (2015)
Santiago de Chile: Editorial Cuarto Propio, 167 pp.,  
ISBN 978-9-56260-716-2, p/bk, 8.600 CLP

Review by Audrey Hansen, University of Michigan

As the title suggests, in their book El cine de Agüero: El documental como la 
lectura de un espacio, Valeria de los Ríos and Catalina Donoso use a spatial 
approach to inspire their analysis of the work of Chilean documentary film-
maker Ignacio Agüero. More specifically, the book views space in Agüero’s 
films as a point of confluence. The authors took their inspiration for the book’s 
approach and title from a discussion about shared space and the spontaneity of 
the encounter in an interview with Agüero from José Luis Torres Leiva’s docu-
mentary ¿Qué historia es ésta y cuál es su final?/What History is This and What 
is its End? (2013). In it, Agüero states that when he conducts an interview, he 
is ‘not interested in developing something around an idea, but in seeing what 
happens in the encounter […] between two people in the same place, without 
a topic, without a purpose’ (15, my translation). The book includes the thir-
teen films that comprise Agüero’s directorial work before 2015, starting with 
his first film, Hoy es jueves cinematográfico/Today is Film Thursday (1972) – a 
short made while he was a cinema student at the Universidad Católica – and 
extending to his 2012 feature-length documentary, El otro día/The Other Day. 

De los Ríos and Donoso rejected a chronological or isolated review of 
the films and instead opted to focus each chapter on a theme and pull in 
examples from any relevant films. Organizing the book this way puts both 
the authors and Agüero in conversation with the larger debates waged in 
documentary film criticism such as the line between documentary and fiction 
or the ‘subjective turn’ in contemporary documentary in Latin America. As 
the book progresses, de los Ríos and Donoso illustrate Agüero’s mastery of 
capturing the encounter – whether it be between people, ideas or spaces – 
with examples and thoughtful analysis of his work as a director. In addition 
to the introduction and six chapters, the book also contains a short autobio-
graphical essay by Agüero himself, an epilogue on Torres Leiva’s 2013 docu-
mentary on Agüero, and a filmography that includes synopses and production 
information. In his autobiographical essay, Agüero introduces the reader to his 
life-long love of cinema with a spatial twist, through the rooms and windows 
of his childhood home, and concludes with an overview of his films interwo-
ven with the events of his life – which, in turn, are interwoven with the history 
of Chile. The contemplative nature of this essay simultaneously acquaints the 
reader with the director and his work and primes the reader for the book’s 
spatial approach.

The first chapter opens with an examination of Agüero’s depiction of 
the film process from production to reception in order to reflect on cinema’s 
social and affective role. The authors also consider how the director’s inclu-
sion of other media (particularly photography) further encourages reflec-
tion on cinema itself. Although the question of indexicality and the blurry 
line between documentary and fiction is addressed throughout the book, the 
second chapter (as well as the epilogue) highlights these debates in its discus-
sion of the archive. Agüero’s films (such as 2008’s El diario de Agustín/Agustin’s 
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Diary or 2011’s GAM) question the official archive, develop or utilize alterna-
tive archives that break with the official archive, and depict archives as living, 
unfinished collections. In a similar vein, the fourth chapter also deals with 
the question of subjectivity and the divide between collective and individual 
memory in autobiographical documentaries. Just as the documentary cannot 
serve as an objective record of reality, personal and shared memory cannot 
be disentangled. Donoso and de los Ríos point out that Agüero’s presence in 
his films can be discerned in this exchange between the subjective and the 
collective. By posing deliberately ingenuous questions, he allows his subjects 
to construct his own on-screen subjectivity.

The third chapter deals with the contrast between movement and still-
ness in Agüero’s work, both in terms of narrative development and aesthetic 
technique. While the director is interested in exploring one space, often there 
is an accompanying movement towards yet another space. This can be used 
to represent the changing face of a city (in 1977’s Aquí se construye/Under 
Construction and its sequel in 2000) or the transformative effect of a journey  
(in 1993’s Sueños de hielo/Ice Dreams). In Aquí se construye, for instance, the 
authors demonstrate how memories of interviewees and audio-visual clues 
help the viewer build a cognitive map of a neighbourhood before its renova-
tion. Similarly, the fifth chapter looks critically at the divide between public and 
private by approaching the representation of labour from an affective perspec-
tive. Films like Animal de costumbre/Creature of Habit (1978), both instalments 
of Aquí se construye (1977, 2000), and La mamá de mi abuela le contó a mi abuela/
My Grandmother’s Mother Told My Grandmother (2004) recognize the impact of 
employment (or the lack thereof) and consider affective labour to be relevant 
to lived experience and the production of knowledge. 

In the sixth and final chapter, the authors examine the multiple ways 
that politics appear in Agüero’s work. His films range from explicitly political 
(1982’s No olvidar/Never Forget), to micropolitical (including subjects who are 
usually displaced or marginalized, like the children in 1988’s Cien niños esper-
ando un tren/One Hundred Children Waiting for a Train), to proposing a ‘cine-
matographic politics’ that questions both the limits of the documentary genre 
and its relationship with the reality that it seeks to represent (1993’s Sueños de 
hielo or 2012’s El otro día/The Other Day) (129, my translation). The way Agüero 
often situates himself as a part of his films turns his cinema into an opportu-
nity for the encounter between subjectivities to become a politics of resistance. 

Because the book is organized by theme and does not move through 
Agüero’s filmography, the reader would have to read strategically and across 
multiple chapters to understand the method or impact of one particular film, 
a difficulty compounded by the fact that there is no index. Still, the structural 
choice that de los Ríos and Donoso made clearly underscores their purpose –  
to fill a gap in research on Agüero’s work as a whole – and also serves to 
connect a reader interested in one Agüero film to others in his filmography. 
Overall, El cine de Agüero: El documental como la lectura de un espacio does much 
in little space, dealing efficiently with a large and highly diverse body of work. 
It is an important contribution to scholarship on Ignacio Agüero but also 
successfully dialogues with larger debates in documentary studies.
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cHilefilMs, el Hollywood criollo: aproxiMaciones al 
proyecto industrial cineMatográfico cHileno (1942–1949), 
mAríA PAz PeirAno And cAtAlinA goBAntes (eds) (2015)
Santiago: Editorial Cuarto Propio, 286 pp.,  
ISBN 978-9-56260-694-3, p/bk, 11.400 CLP

Reviewed by Alejandro Kelly Hopfenblatt, Universidad de Buenos Aires

The recent growth of Latin American film studies has witnessed a wide array 
of academic work from the region contributing new theoretical and meth-
odological proposals that question traditional film historiography. By draw-
ing attention to more local debates and phenomena, Latin American film 
historians problematize one of film studies’ main conceptual frameworks: 
‘national cinemas’. In doing so, previously unexplored filmographies are being 
unearthed and/or revised and monolithic views are being refuted. Concepts 
such as cosmopolitanism, regional circulation and media industries are invit-
ing new perspectives for the studies of national and regional cinemas.

Chilefilms, el Hollywood criollo: Aproximaciones al proyecto industrial cine-
matográfico chileno (1942–1949), edited by María Paz Peirano and Catalina 
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Gobantes, enters these discussions by centring on a key moment of Chilean 
film history usually relegated to minimizing and scornful characterizations. 
The book presents the case of Chilefilms, a production company founded in 
the 1940s that intended to be the point of departure for a modern national 
film industry. It was created as part of the Corporación de Fomento de la 
Producción (CORFO), a national agency dedicated to promoting economic 
growth in the country. Receiving both public and private financing, Chilefilms 
produced thirteen films, from Romance de medio siglo/Romance of Half a Century 
(Barth, 1944) to Surcos de sangre/Bloody Grooves (del Carril, 1951). Ultimately, 
the lukewarm critical reception of its movies, the cosmopolitanism of its 
settings and themes and the hiring of foreign directors and technicians led to 
it being deemed irrelevant and anti-Chilean by national film critics and histo-
rians, and the broader movie world. 

Peirano and Gobantes argue in the Introduction that these characteristics 
are, in fact, their main points of interests as they invite us to consider the inher-
ent tensions of any national film project. They state their main objective as one 
of ‘returning to this frequently omitted space, looking again and reinterpreting 
this historical moment that marked a milestone in Chile’s film history’ (13). 
To do so, the contributors reexamine Chilefilms’ production history by delving 
into the ideals behind the creation of the company, its political and cultural 
context, its economic fluctuations and its relations to the global film industry. 

Avoiding evolutionary and teleological approaches, Chilefilms, el Hollywood 
criollo recognizes Chilefilms’ ostensible failure and sets as its goal explaining 
the history behind this unsuccessful undertaking. This approach is one of the 
main contributions of the book as it allows a more dynamic and less mono-
lithic perspective of Chilean cinema by focusing on the debates about ‘the 
national’ and ‘the industrial’ aspects of the company’s productions and show-
ing the uncertainties of its temporary achievements and failed attempts.

The book is organized in four chapters that range from presenting general 
cultural and political context(s) to reviewing the studio’s thirteen movies. The 
first two chapters present the core of Chilefilms, el Hollywood criollo’s inno-
vative perspective on the company and its role in Chile’s cinematic history, 
identifying the different circumstances and agents that conditioned Chilefilms’ 
development. 

In the first chapter, ‘Chilefilms el proyecto nacional y los discursos 
sobre el cine chileno durante la década de 1940’, María Paz Peirano focuses 
on the debates about the nature of Chilefilms and its relation to national-
istic discourses in Chile in the 1940s to reconsider the meaning of ‘national 
cinema’. Situating the studio within the greater debates between criollistas and 
cosmopolitans who disagreed both on the films’ narratives and the hiring of 
foreign directors and technicians, she suggests that Chilefilms’ national iden-
tity was not intended to reside in its films; instead, there was an intention to 
equate the idea of a modern cosmopolitan film industry with ‘Chilean cinema’. 
However, its failure to meet the commercial and representational expectations 
of the different factions led to the disavowal of the company since ‘among 
local media, Chilefilms was never “ours”, neither in a traditional nor in a polit-
ical-economical way’ (90).

Catalina Gobantes picks up these arguments in Chapter 2, ‘Los primeros 
años de Chilefilms: entre el arte oficial y la fábrica de películas’, to explore 
Chilefilms’ industrial nature. She reconstructs the company’s economic history 
and its successive crises and reorganizations as part of a national moderniza-
tion project and considers its symbolic use in congressional debates on the 
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purview of the national government. By complementing the ‘national cinema’ 
discussions with economic and political data, she provides a deeper factual 
understanding of the nature of its controversial legacy.

The second half of the book is devoted to the strictly cinematographic 
aspects of Chilefilms and, even though it does not dig as deep into under-
standing the complexity of factors that shaped the company, it provides an 
interesting framework that invites further research. In Chapter 3, ‘Las alego-
rías del desdén: revisión histórica de la producción de Chilefilms, 1944–1949’, 
Luis Horta Canales narrates the history of Chilean film before the 1940s, 
its transnational connections and its national production. While he praises 
Chilefilms’ technical and industrial achievements, he criticizes its disregard for 
the popular sensibility of its audiences. In the same spirit, Alonso Machuca 
Serey analyses each film in Chapter 4, ‘Chilefilms, un capítulo ignorado. 
Imaginario expuesto en las producciones íntegras de la empresa chilena entre 
1944 y 1947’, discussing their productions and their narratives and suggest-
ing that the main reason for their lukewarm reception was their dual nature: 
these were state-promoted films seeking short-term commercial benefits. 
This meant that they were heavily scrutinized in cultural and political spheres 
while also aiming for audiences already devoted to foreign cinemas. Therefore, 
they were neither able to take greater risks nor create their own audiences. 

In its four chapters, Chilefilms, el Hollywood criollo presents the many 
complementary determinants that shaped the studio and explains its contro-
versial place in Chilean and Latin American film history. Digging into the 
complexity of the debates that surrounded its existence and its legacy, the 
authors provide a more thorough understanding of this milestone. The text 
thus becomes an obligatory reference on how to rethink Latin American 
national film histories, showing the need to reconsider its classical era. By 
questioning the nature of this ‘national cinema’ and considering it through 
economic and political lenses, it presents a more dynamic and complex idea of 
how a national film industry is created. At the same time, the media industries 
focus enables the authors to avoid an auteurist and formalist point of view, 
opting instead to discuss the role of the State in these kinds of enterprises and 
the international networks in which they were created. 

The book provides an excellent entry into the history of Chilean and Latin 
American classical cinemas. At the same time, it invites further research, espe-
cially as Chilefilms was just one of many industrial enterprises in the region in 
the classical era. This renewal of perspectives and conceptual approaches will 
lead to the reconsideration of previously ignored areas of these cinemas and 
illuminate their richness and complexity.
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CróniCa de un enCuentro. el Cine mexiCano en españa,  
1933–1948, Ángel Miquel (2016)
Mexico City: Dirección General de Actividades Cinematográficas, 284 pp., 
ISBN 978-6-07027-849-5, 798 MXN, p/bk, $9.99

Reviewed by Diana Norton, University of Texas, Austin

Crónica de un encuentro. El cine mexicano en España, 1933–1948, by Ángel 
Miquel presents a detailed history of transatlantic cinematic relations between 
Mexico and Spain at a particularly important moment in their development. 
Building off the historical scholarship by Clara Lida, Julia Tuñón and Marina 
Díaz López, Miquel brings together sources on both sides of the Atlantic to 
paint a robust picture of the flows of people, money and films from Mexico to 
Spain and back again. 

In the introduction, Miquel outlines the principal objective of his book, 
which is to demonstrate how Mexican sound cinema circulated in Spain over 
the course of the 1930s and 1940s. He also describes his methodology and 
archival research process, explaining that he consulted entertainment listings 
in Barcelona, Bilbao, Seville and Madrid, as well as censorship files, film 
magazines and criticism and other primary sources, such as Amor a México a 
través de su cine, by Ernesto Giménez Caballero (1948). His archival research 
is some of the most thorough that I have seen regarding this particular topic 
and time period. In addition, the images of handbills and other publicity 
materials from the era that are included throughout the book augment 
Miquel’s presentation by giving the reader a visual understanding of this 
moment in cinematic history. 

Chapter 1, ‘Reconocimiento’, offers an excellent historical argument 
regarding the beginnings of cinematic relations between Mexico and Spain. 
Though it claims as its starting point the year 1933, Miquel expounds upon 
the I Congreso Hispanoamericano de Cinematografía (First Hispano-American 
Conference on Cinematography) in 1931 to illustrate the earliest roots of 
diplomatic collaboration between Mexico and Spain in the world of sound 
cinema. The short discussion of the 1931 Congreso helps to structure the 
historical period that the author analyses as one bookended by two official 
acts of cinematic–diplomatic relations. Miquel presents Hispanic unity in 
Spanish-language cinematic industries as a political and economic neces-
sity for Mexico and Spain, as members of their respective governments and 
national cinemas sought to combat negative stereotyping of Hollywood films 
and expand market shares in the Spanish-speaking world at the advent of 
sound cinema. 

In Chapter 2, ‘Éxito’, Miquel analyses cinematic relations between the years 
of 1937 and 1945 and displays the strength of his archival research. Records 
from these years are often difficult to access as a result of the Spanish Civil 
War and its aftermath. The fact that Miquel has been able to piece together 
as much as he has from this period is extraordinary. He reveals the popularity 
of Mexican films in Spain during this time period – especially of the comedia 
ranchera genre and of films starring Cantinflas – through statistics demon-
strating the increase of Mexican films in Spain during the Second World War 
and through citations of Spanish film critics expressing their fatigue with 
Mexican folkloric tropes. 
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Miquel concludes his analysis with a discussion of the post Second World 
War integration of the Mexican and Spanish cinematic industries in Chapter 
3, ‘Apoteosis’. He illustrates the sharp increase in the number of Mexican 
films imported into Spain at the end of the Second World War (from 18 in 
1945 to 32 in 1946). In addition, he discusses key figures – such as Mexican 
actors Cantinflas, María Elena Márquez, Jorge Negrete, María Félix and 
Spanish producer Cesáreo González – who travelled between the two coun-
tries and brought together Spanish audiences and members of both national 
film industries. Miquel is especially adept at following the money; his break-
down of the key distributors of Mexican films in Spain – such as Antonio 
Rey Soria and Olallo Rubio Cubillas – helps to shine a light on the ways in 
which members of both industries leveraged their interpersonal relationships 
to foment the popularity of and financial investment in Mexican cinema in 
the peninsula. The book concludes with a discussion of the 1948 II Congreso 
Hispanoamericano de Cinematografía and the production of three films in Spain 
that incorporated Spanish and Mexican cast and crew – Jalisco canta en Sevilla/
Jalisco sings in Seville (De Fuentes, 1949), Mare Nostrum/Our Sea (Gil, 1948), 
and El capitán de Loyola/The Captain from Loyola (Díaz Morales, 1949). 

My main critique of Crónica de un encuentro is the way that the book 
neglects the role of the Franco regime in conditioning the cinematic dialogues, 
relationships and co-productions mentioned. This oversight may simply be 
the result of Miquel’s focus on the Mexican film industry; nonetheless, it gives 
the book an unintended ideological slant. For instance, the book presents film 
and press censorship in Spain as a mild nuisance, rather than as one of the 
principal structures of repression implemented by a fascist regime. Second, it 
ignores the impact of global geopolitics on regime outreach in Latin America. 
The surge in film relations between Mexico and Spain after the Second World 
War occurred at the same moment in time as the Franco regime sought new 
allies in Latin America after the defeat of Germany and Italy. Though Franco’s 
Spain did not have any formal diplomatic or political relations with Mexico 
in the 1940s, the regime used corporate alliances in their stead (or as a step 
towards official relations, as Pablo León Aguinaga has demonstrated in the 
case of Spain and the United States in Sospechosos habituales: El cine norteam-
ericano, Estados Unidos y la España Franquista, 1939–1960). In this way, the II 
Congreso Hispanoamericano de Cinematografía represents the propagandistic 
and diplomatic machinations of the Franco regime after the Second World 
War seeking to strengthen ties with Latin American nations. These critiques 
are mild and should not detract from the quality and quantity of Miquel’s 
research, nor from Crónica de un encuentro’s excellent visual presentation.

As mentioned in the book’s foreword by María Teresa Uriarte Castañeda, 
the greatest contribution of this book to the area of transnational film rela-
tions between Mexico and Spain during the 1930s and 1940s is the images 
and charts included throughout, especially the information compiled in the 
appendices. Miquel has gone to great lengths to catalogue the Mexican films 
that premiered in Spain and to compile and present these data chronologically 
by year, by time period and by city in which each film premiered. In addition, 
his list of film reviews (also chronological) is an excellent resource for anyone 
researching reception studies in Spain in this era. Frankly, I wish I had had this 
book ten years ago when I first began researching this topic, as the informa-
tion presented therein provides an excellent panorama of the film industries in 
Mexico and Spain, and how both came together despite international oppro-
brium of the Franco regime. As it is, the thoroughness and depth of Crónica 
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de un encuentro. El cine mexicano en España, 1933–1948 will serve me well as I 
continue to research in this field. I look forward to adding it to my bookshelf. 
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